
Preliminary executive summary 
Topic: „Taloquan Convoy Security“ 

Problem 
TALOQUAN is a city in North Afghanistan where the German forces run a small forward operation base 
(FOB) with 50 soldiers. Their mission is to secure the line of operation between the two provincial 
reconstructions teams in KUNDUS and FAYZABAD and work as a PAT (Provincial Advisory Team).  Recent 
events have shown there are two major threads: 

 IEDs against convoys in the city, as the LOC (line of communication = main road) is the only 
major connection between KUNDUZ and FAYZABAD 

 Riots against the PAT including road blocks on the main LOC 
TALOQUAN has proved to be a “hot spot” for all passing convoys from KUNDUS to FAYZABAD and future 
riots are likely. 
Idea:  Use a system of security cameras which can be used to observe the streets for convoy security. 

The FOB would be able to secure the LOC, lead a convoy through the city and gain essential reaction 

time. If a camera is taken out it could mean that there is a road block on the LOC or a possible IED.  

Own Force assumptions (based on real situation): 

 The FOB has not sufficient personal to control all important parts of the city and keep the LOC 

clear of IEDs.  

 The FOB is able to support the convoy with one mechanized platoon as reserve 

 The FOB can request support from the local police in case of riots 

Enemy assumptions (based on historical Intel): 
1. Overall: The population of TALOQUAN is normally neutral till friendly against ISAF. The recent past has 
shown that in case of any incident against the Afghan population or the Islam religion the population is 
likely to start riots against ISAF and the local authorities. Until now all riots started at the “market place” 
as the central place of public living. 
2. Taliban: 

 3 – 4 independent groups from 5 to 10 people each from PAKISTAN 

 No suicide attacks 

 Know the usual LOC convoy route and possible bypasses 

 Intention: Infiltrate TALOQUAN, use spotter on bridge south of TALOQUAN (only access), and try 
to attack the convoy with an IED in the town. They will do this in the town to take advantage of 
the reduced speed of convoy, higher media coverage of an attack in the town and to show 
governments and ISAFs weakness to the population. 

 Taliban groups will stay together as they have no coverage from the population 

 Will destroy cameras LOC to get a change to attack the convoy 

 

  



 

Questions to examine: 
 

1. How many cameras are necessary to control the environment of the FOB, the LOC and the 

bypasses?  

2. Where must the camera positions be? 

3. Where are vulnerable points of the camera network, assuming that a not over watched street is 

not passable? 

4. How many attacks do the insurgents need to force the convoy to leave TALOQUAN over the 

much longer and insecure mountain road (see map)? 

5. How many attacks do the insurgents/riots need to cut of the network? 

6. Where is the best place for the reserve to protect the convoy and the net? 

Results: 
1. A minimization cost flow algorithm with the constraints that every LOC, bypass and the every 

node around the FOB must be having at least one camera gives us a minimum of 21 cameras for 

total covering. 

2. See appendix 

3. Here we assume that the convoy must be redirected if we lose complete camera covering. The 

coverage is lost when both adjacent nodes are destroyed. The objective function is based on the 

cost (=time) the convoy needs to pass TALOQUAN. A mixed integer algorithm gives us the best 

attack nodes. These nodes are additional vulnerable points adding to the points from tactical 

assessment. 

4. They need just one on the exit of the city 

5. They need 3 attacks. 

6. The place of the reserve is determined by a two-loop shortest path LP. The first loop calculates 

the shortest paths from a possible reserve position (node) to the before determined vulnerable 

points and the second loop iterates through all possible positions. The next step minimizes the 

weighted sum of all shortest path and gives the best position. The weighted factors are based on 

tactical assessments. For example, if the probability of an attack is high and/or the expected 

damage, the weight factor increases.  

There are nodes we don’t want to use as a result of our tactical assessments. For example, it 

makes no sense to position the reserve directly on a vulnerable point or on the LOC as the 

possibility that it is attacked there is high and you lose the flexibility. So these nodes are 

removed from the possible reserve location.  In our case the best position is at node B23 without 

weighted factors and A2S3 with weighted factors. 

  



 

Plausibility check of results: 
To 1/2: As we took into consideration the probable largest sight (800m) and angle of views the number 
of 21 is realistic. If there is a total coverage in the real world scenario must be checked on the ground. 
To 3: The network would be easily blocked if the insurgents block the bridge; therefore we don’t allow 
this in our program to happen. This is a realistic assumption as the insurgents know that a cut of the 
bridge cameras will lead to the standard procedure of a Vulnerable Point check (= close check for IED) by 
own forces, so they won’t gain any advantage doing this. An attack on other nodes is more realistic as 
the resulting uncovered distance is too far to do the VP check. The program gives us the result that 
vulnerable points are all near the exits which make sense, because there the convoy has the least 
possibilities to move. 
To 4: A attempt to force the convoy over the mountain street seems not be realistic in the first sight, but 
as the delay is at least 5 hours and the street is very narrow it make sense for the insurgents. They are 
then able to ambush the convoy on this road from high positions with excellent escape routes attacking 
a slow moving convoy. 
To 5: In this model there is the possibility of multiple simultaneous attacks. In this case the convoy would 
have no chance to pass TALOQUAN on a secure road. Therefore, it must be stopped or if there is a huge 
military requirement to passing TALOQUAN using the unsecure roads. In this case the own forces must 
move with maximized force protection measures, as the attack on the cameras already implies a possible 
attack on the convoy. 
To 6: The algorithm is very useful to create a shortest response time for a reserve. This algorithm can be 
applied in many other tactical scenarios (e.g. best position of the reserve in a defensive position, etc.) 
What it took not into consideration is other tactical necessities like how good is the position for self-
defense, is their air cover, etc.  
 If you can create iteration over small time steps you could build a shortest time response algorithm to 
protect many moving objects (convoys etc.) as a continuous best position, which means that it creates a 
best position route for a reserve. This algorithm would also have to avoid “jumps” which would result 
from the best response result, as this response does not have to give continuous progressing nodes for 
the reserve position and the reserve is not able to move so quickly. Therefore, such an algorithm would 
be very useful, but is beyond the scope of the project.    
 

Conclusions:  
 A camera system could enforce the overall security of convoys and posts without significance 

personal increase.  

 Maintenance can be done be local contractors  

 The cameras must have a night vision capability and must be placed and build that they cannot 
be destroyed without using heavy force (like firearms). For this reason, the buildup will be 
expensive. 

 A camera system can only be successful installed if the population is at least neutral. Otherwise 
the camera system will be subject to attacks all the time. 

 The reserve positioning algorithm can be used for many other tactical position problems 
 

Recommendation: 
As the camera network provides a 24/7 coverage and even a destroyed camera can be used as an alarm 
sign it increases the overall security and therefore should be used in this situation, if sufficient 
manpower is not available. 
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Appendix: 

 
 
 
 
 

Map 2: Network with attacks and convoy routes. 
 

Map 1: Satellite map of TALOQUAN with tactical situation. 
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